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6397 Introduction 
In a recent article reviewing the electrodynamics of moving media(') the 
%SA C R  O R  THY n R  ID NUMBER) 
author compared different formulations with Minliowski's theory and pointed out 
the importznce of the cns t i tu t ive  relations in  providing a complete theory. In 
discussing the constitutive relations, he used merely the first order theory to 
show the main theme of that paper. 
confusion expressed by several writers(" 3 p  4, c10 this subject it seems desirable 
In view of the interest and, perhaps, some 
that a more thorough comparison based upon the exact relativistic transformation 0 
should be given. Such a comparison may reveal more clearly the intimate relations 
betxveen rarious forrntrlations. '+-'e emphasize once more that all the latter formu- 
lations cm be derived from 3Iiakowski's theory by making use of the relativistic 
transformation of the field vectors. '&e demonstrate this fact by using the same 
technique previously i l ls t ra ted by the method of motional €lux, but in a more pre- 
cise manner. Finally, the exact constitutive relations for i.arious formulations a r e  
derived from Xinkowski's theory for moving isotropic media. e 
Xamvell-Ninkowski Equations and the Transformation of the Field Vectors 
A s  rerielved in detail by Sorzmerfeldfn), Maxwell's equations are invariant in 
dl iaertia! spctems :~;-hicLT are moving uniformly with res-oect to each other. The 
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three independent eqLlations are: 
These a r e  supplemented by the two auxiliary, but not independent, equations: 
E, 6 = electric fieldvectors 
E, fi = magnetic field vectors 
-3, p = f r ee -cu ren t  and free+harge densities. 
Equations (i) to ( 3 )  contain a total of sixteen scalar fmctions, i. e. , five vector 
functions and one sczlar function, and riiese a r e  defined in seven scalar 6ifkre:itial 
equations. 
plete system of equations. These additional equations are described by the constitu- 
tive relations between the field vectors. For convenience, w e  shall designate Eqs. 
(1) to (3)  as SIaxwell's equations in the "indefinite" form as long as tlie constitutive 
relations are unf;nonm or unspecified. They become "definite" \\-hen the constitutive 
relations are stated. 
Thus, nine more scalar equations o r  relations are needed to form a com- 
2 
! -  
-I-?- ne Zelativistic Transformation of the Field Variables 
I 
1 ivhen two inertial systems are moving Kith respect to  each other in  the z-direction 
i as shown in Fig. 1, the field variables defined in these two systems transform accord- 
ing to the relations i 
where 
c 
0 
= -1 - 
and Y denotes the reciprocal of % . If one introduces two material field vectors 
and % such tltat 
i5= E E + @  
0 
B=C($H+ M) 
and similar!!: 
then, by substituting ( 2) through (15) into (6) through (E 
field vectors transform according to the relations 
- - - 1 -  - - 
P' = 7" (P -  - v x 31) 
2 
C 
- - 
111' = 5 * &- s- x P ,  
, he finds that the materid 
Various Indefinite Forms of Xlaxwell's Equations 
I 
I ( 6) A s  shown previousfj7 by the method of motional flux , there are many indefinite 
forms of the Maxwell's equations. One may describe these equations without altering 
their invariant property. We shall derive these forms once more by making use of the 
relations stated in the previous section. 
the role played by the field vectors in  EIW33v formulation discussed later. .,'\-e, first ,  
I 
This new approach xi11 reveal more clearly 
write the l\laxn.ell's eqwtims i n  the  EPWPtl form, i. e. , 
- -  a O x H =  J +-(E E+p) at o 
(18) 
(19) 
Since the equation of continuity relating 3 and p is the same for arL the indefinite 
forms, we do not have to consider it again. By solving (16) and (17) fo r  f, and 111 
and stibstituting them into (18) and (l?), m e  obtains 
- 
4 
(7) Equations (20) and (21) had previously been presented by Born . Now, let us define 
y . P ' = P  
C 
(22) 
(23) 
then (20) and (21) can be written in the form 
- 3  
c o  c a t o c  c 
- -  
V x ( E  -p V X M  ) = J + - p  (E +ii ) 
Eqmiions (26) and (24) have been previously derived by Chu ( 8) using a kinematic 
method. The undesirable featilre of that derivation is that it postlrlates the so-called 
magnetic charge model. As we see from the present derivation such 3 fictitious model 
is not necessary. X e  can trace the origin of the field quantities E P H and RZ 
f rom (22) to (25) which define them. 
C' C' c C 
If we write (20) in the form 
- a6 
V x E = - -  a t  
Eq. (21) can be changed to 
5 
Equatiow (28) and (29) correspond to the EPBMv form. 
(9) - 
by Pan9kky m d  Phillips 
nated by Fano-Ghu-,%dler 
the material vectors 
form are the same and are related to the material vectors defined in the primed 
system by (22) and (23). Table I summarizes the various indefinite forms. 
n e y  were first described 
for the specitrl case ~ v k ~ e n  11 = C. 
as the Amperian model. It should be pointed out that 
Tileg- hase  been desig- 
C 
8) 
and 5 appearing in the EPBllv form and in the EPBMv 
C C 
TABLE I: SOXE IXDEFEITE FORMS OF 3L4X3TELL'S EQCAnOXS 
j Form 1 Equivalent Q m t i i i e s  
Before ne discuss the constitutive relations we a*ouid like to call attention 
t~ the apparently different expression of tbe Lorentz force. From Table I, it is 
evident that 
ChJ8' postulates +p x E as the force exerted on a unit charge in his deri- e o  C 
vation of the EPI-Ii\lv form. According to our  presentation, this is just an alternative 
expression of the Lorentz force. An analogous expression shich plays an  equally 
important role in the EPXdx-  formufaiion is 
H - v x D z H  - E  V Y E  (31) e o  C 
Except for a relativistic correction f a t o r ,  \\-e merely treat  &is as the H-field 
defined in the primed system. In particular, there is no need to identify it as the 
force exerted on a unit "magnetic charge, " as most of us must be convinced by now 
that the science of electromagnetism is just the science of electricity. 
charges and electric currents are thc- sole agencies, which are responsihft for 
the electromagnetic field and their esistence has been experimentally verified. 
Electric 
Constitutive Relations for Uniformly Moving Isotropic Media 
Rlinkowski, recognizing the invariant property of Maxwell's equation for 
material media, was the first to apply the special theory of relativity to determine 
the constitutive relations for a uniformly moving medium, provided its properties 
at rest are I;nomn, 
c- A -  :"r,+..A-.:n -r,d:..- L W  aii IzYu~*uplL UlC L u l l ,  then 
If one identities the primed s p t e m  as being at rest with respect 
-- 
a 
0 
a 
a 
'In a lossy medium, a' # 0 ,  because of the relaxation phenomenon. l ye  then have 
(35) p'=  0 
By substituting these relations for (6) through (1 1) and simplifying the results one 
finds 
c 
By solving for % and 6 in terms of 2 and from (36) and (37) one obtains 
(36 )  
tvhe r e 
( 3 7 )  
(38) 
It is to be observed that the conduction current defined by (38) does not have the 
same connotation as the "conduction current" defined by Sommerfeld''). In fact, 
8 
a 
0 
a 
good reasow. :?'e betieve o w  expression is the proper one to use. 
also be desived by careful e-xiimination of the realistivistic transformation of the 
convection current, but we wil l  not elaborate upon that here, 
The result can 
6 y  making use of Minkowski's relations as given by (39) and (43, the 
constitutive relations for tfie field vectors defined in other indefinite forms can be 
derived, particularly, the ones asoeciated with the EPHAIv form. In the first place, 
\\re h a r e  
- - -  
= (E' -E  f * (E+v x B) 
3 
- -  - -  - -  
= (E' - E ) y a C Y .  (E+p'v XH) 
0 
and 
The constitutiw relations for the material vectors involved in the EPIIX and EPBM 
and 
9 
Tire constitutive relations for the matcrial vectors invdved in f te Z PSXv formukition 
are given by 
P = y -  P' 
C 
and 
a rather coniplicated scheme as discussed in their four dimensional formulation. 'bi-e 
observe, further, in  view of (61, (81, (30)  and (31j, that 
- - 
By solving (47) and (48) for E and in terms of E' and %I, we obtain c c 
ZqiLations (491 and (30)  together with (22) and (231 perhaps reveal m o w  clearly the 
real nature of the E P H l I v  formulation from the point of view of 19linkov;ski's theory. 
These four relations, of course, are independent of the constitutive relations of the 
material median. 
10 
C one1 us ion 
-A diapostic presentation of .i-arious indefinite forms of Xaxrwell's eytxitions 
k e n  giveit in this article in which !+-e have used 3Zinkoxsiii's theory to coordinate 
all the different formulations. In particular, it has been shows that the magnetic 
charge model is not necessary in order to establish the EPHMv formulations; all 
the field vectors appearing in various alternative forms can properly be identified 
in  te rms  of M e  field vectors defined in two initial systems one of which is stationary 
n i th  respect to medium nhile the other me is n w i n g  with respect to the nediu-z~. 
Finally, the constitutix--e relations for 3 moving isotropic ineciiani as appearing in 
various fornutations w i n  be immediately obtained by making use of 3iidioicdci's 
result. 
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